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Fix List for MONITOR version 7.5.7 

 

General 

 MPEN-9E9JYS - SMS Teknik change domain from @smsteknik.se to @mail2sms.se for SMS messages sent 
by SMTP, in order to increase capacity. This change is automatic and requires no new settings in the 
system. 

 JLIN-9FVA76 - Number of days in templates for activities is changed to Working days instead of Calendar 
days. 

 CSIG-9GAC7M - When a Blanket order – Purchase or Blanket Order - Sales were sent by e-mail, 
incorrect e-mail address was used. 

 SSTG-9GFJ55 - Set Status (Order status) will remain in the Create tab if you change list type in the Order 
List – Sales and Order List – Purchase procedures. Except if you change from/to list type Blanket order. 

 AFOG-9GPHKU - E-mails sent by SMTP from MONITOR were sent by 8 bits coding in the Subject field, but 
without information about how the characters were coded. 

 AFOG-9GRED4 - Information about procedure and call is added in the text that is sent if "Update failed!" 
and in the error report to our Support department. 

 JEDS-9H4BZX - Now you have to save new Parts in the Update Part – Purchase/Sales/Inventory 

procedure before you can create a Revision on the Part. 

 JEDS-9H7G2K - If you linked documents during registration of Order, Quote, Inquiry or Invoice, the 
documents could be directly unlinked. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement 
Document Viewer. 

 JEDS-9HEC77 - If you unlinked the text in a Comment and had one or several linked documents, an 
incorrect message indicating that also the documents should be unlinked was displayed. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Document viewer. 

 AFOG-9HKLGV - MONITOR Newsletter couldn’t be opened by using the window that is displayed after an 
upgrade. 

 AFOG-9HLEPV - All response windows will now be placed in the middle of the MONITOR program window, 
instead of on the primary display when you open the response windows. 

Manufacturing 

 JLIN-949EUG - You didn’t get any suggested cost during Arrival Reporting – Subcontract if you had 
Multiple locations activated. 

 JELA-9EKHM2 - Default values weren’t available in the Pre-Calculation and Post-Calculation procedures. 

 CSIG-9G8EJE - The Spacing in the Pick List (Manufacturing) were incorrect. 

 JLIN-9GRHRC - The Additional text on Customer orders weren’t displayed on the Manufacturing order 
documents if there also was a Setup price row. 

 FPEN-9H4GGU - Problems occurred when you reported rejects in the Material Reporting procedure if the 
field Reported price was hidden or protected. 

 CSIG-9H6H2Z - If the Setting "Use multiple locations?" was deactivated, it was impossible to enter a 
Quantity in the field Consumed in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure. 

 FPEN-9HBKFK - The Reorder Point List (Tools) procedure shut down with a program error if you right-
clicked on rows in the list. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Tool Management. 
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 JLIN-9HDDK2 - Operations were duplicated in the Loading Simulation procedure, when simulations were 
made in several warehouses on the same Part. 

Purchase 

 MARN-9CPGRX - If you selected to make printouts by using MDC in the Register Purchase Order 
procedure, the Purchase order number wasn’t included in the file name. 

 SSTG-9EHJC6 - The Register Purchase Order procedure could close down with a program error if you 
deleted an Order row before you had loaded a Part. This error could only occur if the Setting "Linked 
requirement/supply planning for P-part (Lot-for-lot)"was activated. 

 CSIG-9FKCWF - The "Check supplier link during Order registration?" control in the Register Purchase 
Order procedure didn’t work for Parts created by Save as…  

 JLIN-9G2BWD - It could be incorrect Purchase price on parts when you had linked the invoice. 

 SSTG-9GEKK9 - Empty pages were printed if you made printouts in the Order List – Purchase procedure. 

 MARN-9GPDS7 - The Order List – Purchase procedure, classified on Period, with list type Only total could 
give an empty list, and the total alternatives were missing under the heading Alternatives. 

 ÖBRN-9GQGX2 - News: Now MONITOR supports International pmts (LBI) for Pekao Bank in Poland. This 
applies for companies that use MONITOR in Poland. Select Bank Pekao in the Setting "International 
payment format" on the System tab in the Settings procedure. 

 AFOG-9H6ETK - The PopUp Supplier's part numbers didn’t work when you had several Supplier links. 

 LAHM-9H6GH6 - A couple of corrections are made in the Register Payments procedure in Polish and 
Lithuanian systems: 
1. A control if invoices were paid in another procedure at the same time was missing. 
2. Codings for payments out weren’t summed at the voucher, even if they were booked on the same 
account, cost center etc. 

 ÖBRN-9HAAJH - An adjustment is made for linking of Supplier invoice to Purchase order in the Register 
Supplier Invoice procedure. If the Setting "Record price differences during invoice registration?" is 
activated and the price in coded according to a Price list, the Price valid at arrival will be used instead of 
the current price in the Price list. 

Sales 

 BSAN-8J2AXH - On the Clearance – All tab in the Delivery List procedure, No was displayed in the 
Ordered column for S-parts, even if orders existed, 

 CSIG-92MDZ7 - The Customer Order Transfer shut down with a program error if the Parts Statistical no 
and Parts weight weren’t entered under Ext info in the Update Customer procedure in the Manufacturing 
company. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 BSAN-94XDUR - Ord. addl. text wasn’t always displayed on all orders in the Delivery List procedure. 

 FPEN-97Q9C9 - If you had a "Fictitious Part in a Fictitious Part" and the setting "Merge same part number 
from an F-part?" activated, Parts included in Fictitious Parts and was on several rows on the Customer 
order weren’t displayed on the order. 

 AFOG-9DELZ8 - Data was deleted in the fields Delivery instructions and Special transport instructions if you 
didn’t use tab to skip to the next field on the SIS Waybill in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 JLIN-9DPCCT - It was not enough space in the Delivery List procedure for the headings Location and 
Period. 

 FOHN-9DSLJB - Tab from the Goods labeling field in the Print Shipping Documents procedure didn’t 
insert a new Package row. 

 SSTG-9E99YB - If you made changes on a Customer order row without any linked M-order or P-order, 
another rows linked order was opened. 
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 LREM-9EHKXM - It was possible to delete already invoiced basis in the Undo Delivery Reporting 
procedure. 

 SSTG-9F5CE2 - During delivery reporting from the Delivery List procedure, the Customer order got status 
9 even if there were rows with negative Quantity left on the Order. 

 CSIG-9F5EHH - It was possible to pass the block for registration of Customer orders by using Save as… on 
an existing order with a blocked Part. 

 SSTG-9F8HGR - Newly added text rows caused problems when you delivery reported in the Delivery List 
procedure. A new feature is that all added text rows will be displayed on the Delivery note. If you don’t 
want the row on the Delivery note, use the Info menu (on the left mouse button) and select "Delete row". 

 SSÖG-9FBK8T - If an order row or entire order had 0 quantities or was filtered out in the Pick List 
Delivery Reporting, this will be logged in the Historical Events procedure. 

 AFOG-9FLJCR - The question "Load city for delivery term from delivery term/destination?" will be displayed 
when you change delivery terms in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 SSÖG-9FMLKC - The "Select delivery schedule before import function" in the Import EDI Delivery 
Schedules procedure has been further developed. 

 RDJF-9FSKAV - All locations were always displayed in the Delivery List procedure, even if you had chosen 
not to display them. (0) was displayed on the row picked even if the Part had a stock balance. 

 JLIN-9FUEST - When you register Blanket orders, a control is made that the same Part doesn’t exist on 
Blanket orders that are valid at the same time. Previously were all row types on the Blanket order 
controlled. Now will row type 6 rows be excluded i.e. parts that is included in a Fictitious Parts since it’s 
only the Fictitious Part that shall be used for validation. 

 AFOG-9FVDYU - Classify rows on the SIS and CMR waybills didn’t obey the Setting "Classify rows on 
waybill?". 

 KFTM-9G2D76 - The Payment date field in the Incoming Payment List procedure didn’t have any 
validation on open periods. 

 SSTG-9G3JW6 - If you had Staggered prices and registered a Blanket order with Staggered price, the price 
on the calls became incorrect if the Quantity was below the Staggering limit. Regardless of the calls 
Quantity on the order row, the price will be the same as on the Blanket order. 

 FOHN-9G4K9R - A warning will be displayed in the Register Invoices Directly procedure if you change 
customer from a customer that has the Ext info setting Advice type = 1 (EDI). 

 CSIG-9GABH3 - It wasn’t possible to delivery report orders with only row type 2 rows in the Delivery List 
procedure. 

 SHYS-9GFMUK - Some layout improvements are made on the Lithuanian set of forms. 

 CSIG-9GGBSE - Blanket Orders weren’t displayed in the Order List – Sales procedure if there were no 
calls on the orders. 

 SSTG-9GGDUQ - There was an incorrect heading in one of the fields in the Customer Order Info 
procedure. Instead of Quantity the heading was Blanket order on the Rows tab. 

 CSIG-9GGE77 - No calls were registered from Blanket order – Sales when a Customer order was 
registered by an imported XML file. 

 SSTG-9GGEK8 - Added material rows weren’t displayed on the Cause of shortage tab in the Delivery List 
procedure, list type Pick list. 

 SSTG-9GHHK5 - It’s no longer possible to register a Customer order row on a Part that isn’t registered in 
the system. 

 SHYS-9GPCMS - If you printed invoices by e-mail and used Payex, the form was incorrect. 

 AFOG-9GPHZ3 - DSV must have information about the number of Pallets when advising through 
Memnon/Apport (format 181), even if you don’t have any Pallet registration number. 
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 CSIG-9GQB5W - List type Pick list, classified on Order number in the Delivery List procedure picked Parts 
from incorrect Location if you had traceability on Configured parts. This error could only occur in systems 
with the supplement Product Configurator. 

 KFTM-9GWCJU - Intrastat Export became incorrect if you used EDI to import orders. 

 LAHM-9GWJJE - The Crystal Reports version of the Interest invoice (interest_invoice.rpt) can now manage 
signature images and can be previewed and printed. 

 SHYS-9GXB8P - The form Comprehensive invoice e-mail wasn’t possible to select as a Customer-specific 
form. 

 SSTG-9GXK94 - Change of Del. date on the Main tab in the Register Customer Order and Register 
Purchase Order procedures didn’t affect the order rows. 

 LREM-9H3HQ3 - If you had the Modification log activated for customers and changed Seller on a customer, 
the change of Seller wasn’t displayed in the log. 

 SHYS-9H3LDN - We have made some adjustments in the XML file for factoring by PayEx new CUSIN 
format. Now all spaces in the Zip code will be removed when the file is created. 

 KFTM-9H4JMC - If you used Crystal Reports forms (the E-mail form) and used the Reprint Prior Invoices 
procedure, row type 5 and 6 was incorrectly printed on the form. 

 AFOG-9H5DE3 - Reduction of number of characters in file to Unifaun didn’t work as expected for DHL, DSV, 
Schenker and Posten. 

 ÖBRN-9H6JDR - Order date, delivery method and terms of delivery were missing on the Easy invoice 
Comprehensive invoice forms. 

 SHYS-9H7DBF - If you use Polish form sets, you can select if you would like the text Reprint on invoices 
printed in the Reprint Prior Invoices procedure. 

 KFTM-9HHAZ6 - It wasn’t possible to print Reminders, Statements and old Interest Invoices if you used 
Crystal Reports forms. 

 AFOG-9HKKLQ - Split of Packages in the Print Shipping Documents procedure could give round-off 
errors. 

 FOHN-9HTJYP - EDI advice to Goods receiver could include Packages that not yet was delivery reported. 

Inventory 

 SSTG-9ECERV - When you saved in the Register Nonconformity procedure, only tabs where changes are 
made will be saved. Previously all tabs were saved. 

 SSTG-9F8JKV - Filter profiles weren’t automatically loaded in the Price Adjustment procedure. 

 MARN-9FRDU3 - Own nonconformity types weren’t displayed in the standard PopUp Nonconformities. 

 JEDS-9G9D2M - If you opened linked documents on the Preparation button on the Manufacturing tab in the 
Part Info procedure, the Document viewing window was placed behind the Preparation window. This error 
could only occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewer. 

 JLIN-9GFATX - It wasn’t possible to activate Replan in the Rescheduling Analysis procedure if the Grace 
period was too short. 

 JLIN-9GGESK - If you didn’t have any Company calendar for next year, the Purchase suggestions were 

planned this year, even if the consumption were planned next year. 

 FPEN-9GPBSV - Run Netting didn’t take any consideration to Lead time on Supplier links on Parts created 
by Save as… 

 JLÖR-9GPHR5 - The Manufacturing order was updated with another quantity than the quantity taken from 
the Location when negative balance wasn’t allowed on the Location. 
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 MARN-9GUA2Q - The spacing in the list was changed if you classified on Order number in the WIP List 
procedure. 

 MARN-9H7D6U - The Preparation window that can be opened from the Manufacturing tab in the Part Info 
procedure, didn’t display the buttons Log and Close and the Unit time field. 

 SSTG-9H7ETS - Default value on the order type Blanket Order – Sales didn’t work in the Run Netting 
procedure. 

 JELA-9HAGNV - Every second page was empty on printouts from the WIP List procedure. 

 JEDS-9HCC2L - If you made a partial delivery of a Stock order and delivery reported the second order row, 
the Order status became 9 (Arrived, historical), even if there were several order rows left on the order. 

 FPEN-9HJHM6 - The Rescheduling Analysis procedure shut down with a program error if you had more 
than one Nonconformity linked to the same Manufacturing order. 

 SSTG-9HKB5U - The rows "Total deduction at higher level" and "Total order" was missing in the list type 
Order/Part in the WIP List procedure. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-8P9J8M - It’s no longer possible to make reportings that causes negative balance on material when 
you make Batch recordings in the Recording Terminal procedure, even if the material is included in 
several operations that will be reported at the same time. 

 JLIN-9C9DPE - If you added material to an Operation, the regular material wasn’t automatically withdrawn 
in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLÖR-9FTH5U - Recordings deleted rejections in the Rejection List procedure when you reported work 
without reporting any rejects in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLIN-9FUJ8H - The function for mandatory comments on recordings in the Recording Terminal procedure 
didn’t work properly if an operation had consumed too much time and it was a Batch recording. 

 JLIN-9FVD6U - It’s no longer possible to enter Location on a Part with no stock update in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. This change is made to avoid program errors if you enter Location on such Parts. 

 JLIN-9GGJBV - List type Recording with the alternative Show Attendance recording in the Recording List 
procedure didn’t display any data. 

 JLÖR-9GUAAA - An error message was displayed in the Recording Terminal procedure during reporting of 
the last operation when there were several orders with the same Main part started. This error occurred 
when you entered the last orders Location name. 

 JLIN-9GYBGL - During salary export to SoftOne Carat and HR+, the program will manage continuous 
absence in the beginning and end of months. This means that if you for instance have sick leave over turn 
of month, absence will be displayed on Saturday and Sunday when the month begins or ends with a 
weekend. 

 JLIN-9H3EYM - Department name was missing when the list was classified on Department and Show Only 
total was selected in the Statistics procedure. 

 JLIN-9HCCKR - The Recording Terminals control of negative balance only controlled one operation row at 
a time. This could cause negative balance on previous operations if the last operation didn’t give any 

negative balances. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-9FMGPJ - If you registered a Fixed asset in the Historical Acquisitions procedure, the Number 
series could be locked. 

 LREM-9FMJBF - You could get incorrect numbering on activities in the Activity list tab in the Register 
Project procedure if you added new activities in a Project when the list was filtered. 
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 LREM-9FYGHZ - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you in the Register Basic Data – Project 
procedure, the Default values tab registered activities without selecting a Project type. 

 KFTM-9FZCM7 - If you had quantity set on an account, it wasn’t possible to make any changes in the 
Quantity field in the Opening Balance procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9GBKNG - If you added activities in the Register Project procedure, the activities planned time and 
the setting "OUT" wasn’t displayed even if it was registered on the Activities tab in the Register Basic 

Data – Project procedure. 

 LREM-9GUJRX - If you changed the project time on the General tab in the Register Project procedure, 
some activities in the Activity list could be incorrect. 

 LAHM-9H4M38 - An error message could be displayed in the Accrual Accounting procedure when you 
saved an existing accrual accounting. This was because of a change made in the Coding window for the 
accrual accounting. 

 ÖBRN-9HJG88 - Two adjustments are made in the Polish VAT report: 
1. The check boxes for VAT type didn’t work for VAT REGISTER INTERNAL INVOICES. 
2. Check boxes for VAT REGISTER REVERSED LIABILITY for PAYMENT is added. 

General Settings 

 JLIN-9FSK3U - The User type PDA is added in the Users procedure. 

 JELA-9H7KCK - A message about database in monitor.ini was displayed when you generated forms. Now 
the forms for both the test company and the main company will be generated, and the settings will 
primarily be taken from the main company if the test company and main company share form sets. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-975DAU - Inserted text rows weren’t always displayed when you used the Scroll bar in Configurations 
with many Selection groups. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 

 CSIG-9FLCA9 - Setup price row with a Configured part gave double text rows on the Customer order when 
you confirmed a second time. 

 JLÖR-9G7A7B - Save as… on Configuration groups didn’t create any text numbers for IC on the Selection 
alternatives in a Selection group. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product 
configurator. 

 CSIG-9GHAUG - Excluding an entire Mandatory selection of the type Optional didn’t work satisfactorily in 
the Product Configurator. This error could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

Business Intelligence 

 BKNN-9G8QC4 - Now it’s possible to load Start view and Default view also on the Settings tab in 
MONITOR BI. 

 NOLN-9G9LPV - Now it’s possible to double-click on the User name to log in as another user in MONITOR 
BI. Upon successful login, the current window will close down and you can store any unsaved changes. 

 BKNN-9GHE4D - The service for BI will resume work in progress, canceled upon reboot, when the system 
is started again. 

 RDJF-9GHJW6 - Now it’s possible to temporarily hide bars in bar graphs by using the button Hide bar next 
to the Drill down menu. The same function is also available by using Alt+Left click on the bar you want to 
hide. 

 BKNN-9GHLM6 - Refresh will now take place in the view that is currently displayed in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9GRDBG - In MONITOR BI you will get a question if you would like to save when you have changed 
data in the Settings view and change view or tab without saving first. 
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 NOLN-9GVBT9 - News: The Date format in MONITOR BI will be taken from the Settings in Windows. 

 BKNN-9GVESR - Currency conversion didn’t work properly in all views in MONITOR BI. 

 BKNN-9GYEDJ - When you created a new Part code in the Update Part procedure, Alias for MONITOR BI 
wasn’t created. 
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